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Avoid False Passes

There are four outcomes of test:

• True pass = passing a good product 
• True fail = failing a defective product
• False pass = passing a defective product  

When a defective device passes the test, 
the result causes increased costs from 
product recalls, warranty obligations, and 
liability. False passes can also damage 
the company’s reputation.

• False fail = failing a good product  
When a good device fails its test, it is 
either scrapped or reworked, adding 
to the manufacturing cost. This is also 
known as no fault found.

Quantifying false-pass and false-fail rates 
is critical to reducing risk, improving 
quality, and lowering costs.

If you ship a defective product that passed the 
final test (false pass), you risk impacting profit 
from warranty, recall, and liability costs. A false 
fail negatively impacts manufacturing costs in 
unnecessary rework and scrap.

Reduce false passes and false fails by doing the 
following
• reengineering the accuracy of the test system MU
• ensuring test equipment has proper calibration
• requesting MU data with your calibration
• applying guardbanding
• getting committed technical support

Figure 1. Four outcomes of test mapped on a two-dimensional graph

What?
Measurement uncertainty (MU) impacts results.

Why care?
A false pass puts you at greatest risk.
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MANUFACTURING DEPLOYMENT

Ninety-two percent of companies suffered a recall, 
rejected product, increased returns, or lost yield 
from out-of-calibration test equipment. Calibration 
is key to test equipment accuracy and repeatability.

Apply the science of 
measurement (metrology) 
to improve product quality 
across your life cycle.
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